
WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE
üThose who have never heard of BT before but curious to know it.
üThose who want to update their current  level of comprehension of BT.
üThose who seek for global network of professionals sharing.
üThose who need a new paradigm of thinking and philosophy to succeed today

3RD WORLD CONGRESS OF BREAK THROUGH  THINKING - W3C

The Breakthrough Thinking purpose hierarchy is a groundbreaking tool that leads users to better solutions, not only in their professional and organizational environments, but also in
daily life. In this presentation we will share examples of how people have used purpose hierarchies to navigate career changes and mid-life crises as well as make decisions that
improve their general wellbeing. The examples are based on true stories; however they are not recommendations for specific solutions. Instead, we will use the stories to
demonstrate a systematic method of exploring the possibilities we all tend to overlook. Dr. Nachum Kaminka Breakthrough Thinking in daily life, October 24

In Bangladesh currently X inefficiency is prevailing in the organizational level. To improve productivity the policymakers, industrialists and
banking sectors may effectively utilize Breakthrough thinking by ensuring quality leadership at all level of the organizations. Ensuring
Breakthrough thinking needs by pass and utilizing problem solving technique with adding humanistic approach. Breakthrough thinking may
help to attain efficient and effective management system in the organizations of the country. Aliya Parvin, Nawazeesh Muhammad Ali
and Sumaiya Zaman, "X inefficiency and Breakthrough thinking in Bangladesh : An overview “, October 31
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Breakthrough Thinking has been evolving for past 60 years, Dr. Hibino will introduce the recent version of Extraordinary Breakthrough Thinking with Thinking Building Model. They
are including Four Philosophies Four Phases Several Tools as a mind software for installing into our brain.Prof. Shozo Hibino, Ph.D., Founder of Breakthrough Thinking,
World Premier, EBT 3.1, Key Note Speech, October 10

The Shingo Prize for Operational Excellence has been called the Pulitzer Prize for operational excellence and is based on Shigeo Shingo's model for Cultural Transformation and
Sustainable Continuous Improvement ( https://Shingo.org ). Its model and methodology is recognized internationally as the standard for Enterprise Excellence. It promotes and fosters
creativity. The Breakthrough Thinking paradigm is a world class methodology for creativity and strengthens the Shingo methodology, and the two need to work closely together to
help industry leapfrog ahead of it's competition. This presentation will introduce the Shingo Model, it's methodology, and how Breakthrough Thinking strengthens organizations into
becoming creative power houses.Dr. Gerhard Plenert, USA Strengthening the Shingo Model, October 17

All phenomena in the world is a reflection of human mind and consciousness based on how to see and think of various event and issues. Its phenomena depends on his or her
specialty and past experience. BT really challenge to change their mind and attitude to find out directions following 7 principals and resonance styles among probable concerns and
people including leader too. Deductionism does not find creative and resonant solution. Human mind organization and culture are strongly established and it might hinder for people
to change their mind attitude even though they try to follow BT because BT approach essence of matters, it might reconsider way of thinking and viewpoints. Furthermore, leadership
mind has a pivotal role to change organization, management, staff’s mind and society. Leadership and BT should have strong resonance to develop the new normal.
Shuhei ANAN, Former President of Sri Lanka Telecom BT Cases at Sri Lanka Telecom, October 31
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Your Window of Opportunity to Find 
Ways to Innovation and Smart Living
The Third Congress of Breakthrough Thinking (W3C) serves as
a chance for you to get familiarized with BT if you have little
experience, while for those who have learned it already, it will
be a great chance to update your knowledge. Remember, we
are all gathered to deepen wisdom collectively. This event
also serves as the world premier of the advanced version of
BT, called Extraordinary Breakthrough Thinking (EBT) 3.1.

All Starting at UTC 10:00 Check your local time
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86791706801?pwd=T2VZeFY5eFBzZ1RHbnY4eFZqRklkZz09
Meeting ID: 867 9170 6801/ Pass code: 34418

It is highly advisable for you to attend every session to comprehend EBT as a whole. However,
attending W3C does not make you master EBT and we will launch the World EBT School
scheme (a tentative name) where you are also expected to join. Other requirements Internet
environment please prepare yourself for zoom application with webcam and microphone

FREE EVENT
Join us by zoom!

10th ,17th ,24th and 31st

October 2020

Inquiry:Naoshi Miwa,JPS naoshimiwa@gmail.com

"OKR is a simple planning and engaging goals setting and making end-results framework, originally rooted from MBO (Management By Objectives) and put in use by Andy Grove (ex
CEO of Intel). OKR stands for Objectives and Key Results, request a discipline in thinking to define clearly the What (Objective) and How (Key Results), and now is being used widely
by the world's leading companies such as Google, Amazon, General Electric, Deloitte, Samsung, etc. However, the key problem that managers met is how to generate the right OKRs.
As in our best practices, putting uniqueness and purpose expansion principles is a highly effective way to foster OKR generation as it sticks to the nature of problem solving
Luu Nhat Huy ,Presentation on "Blended approach: using breakthrough thinking to generate better OKRs,“ October 17
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